We studied low-energy plasmons in ultrathin films of silver in the thickness regimes where the surface states as well as quantum-well states must play significant roles. Realistic band structure was adopted for assessing the quantum-mechanical effect on the low-energy charge dynamics. In addition to the expected quasi-twodimensional plasmon mode, we find the modes that resemble an acoustic surface plasmon on semi-infinite metal surfaces and an additional plasmon mode related to the interband transitions between the two slab-split surface states. It is found that the dispersion of the latter mode is almost identical to the acoustic surface plasmon except the energy offset at small momenta values. The peaks in the surface response function related to interband transitions between the surfacelike states and bulklike states are identified as well. The present work elucidates the role of quantized electronic states and surface states on the plasmonic excitations in the ultimately thin films potentially used in the future nano-optics devices.
I. INTRODUCTION
Electrodynamical response of thin metallic films is attracting growing interest in the areas of photonics and plasmonics research such as light-emitting devices, solar cells, and sensors. [1] [2] [3] [4] Very often noble metals such as Au and Ag are used, and the electromagnetic response of such nanometric objects, in particular the dominating collective electronic excitations, or plasmons, can be readily understood and described within classical electrodynamics to a certain extent. Examples include the Mie plasmon [5] [6] [7] in nanoparticles and surface plasmons in thin films [8] [9] [10] and metal surfaces.
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The conventional three-dimensional (3D) picture based on bulk electronic structure holds as long as the system size is far larger than the electron Fermi wavelength, λ F . On the other hand, electrical and magnetic properties of a metallic object are affected markedly by size and shape when the size scales down to the level of λ F . As most metals have a λ F comparable with interatomic distances, 14 when the object size reduces to this scale, an effect similar to optical Fabry-Pérot interference comes into play. [15] [16] [17] [18] As a result, when characteristic size decreases to the atomic scale, quantum effects become more important and classical theories can be insufficient to describe excitations in such systems.
The effect of quantization of electronic states in the perpendicular direction on the excitation spectra of thin films was investigated in detail for the case of semiconducting heterostructures. In particular, it was shown that the sub-band [or quantum-well states (QWSs)] structure in these systems, arising from a finite thickness of a quasi-2D electron gas, gives rise to quantum effects that are absent in a purely 2D electron gas. 19, 20 Thus, in addition to a low-energy intra-subband plasmon, the inter-sub-band transitions corresponding to charge-density oscillations perpendicular to the film plane lead to the appearance of a high-energy collective mode called the inter-sub-band plasmon. [21] [22] [23] The properties of such modes 24, 25 and their modification and interaction due to variations in a number of QWS bands were studied as well. 23, 26 In the early theoretical works on the quantum-mechanical electrodynamical response of metal surfaces as well as in the electronic band structure calculations, the jellium model 27 has been widely used to gain basic insight into the nature of electronic excitations. However, the model has some drawbacks that limit its application to real metal surfaces. One major disadvantage is that it fails to reproduce the surface electronic states existing on real metal surfaces. [28] [29] [30] These states do not exist in the bulk and their wave function is localized at the surface. These states must play an important role in electrical as well as in optical properties of ultrathin films. In particular, recently it was found that the s-p z surface states characterized by a partly occupied parabolic-like dispersion, even hosting a small amount of the total electronic charge at the surface, can dramatically affect the low-energy dynamical properties of real metal surfaces like noble metal surfaces. 31, 32 In addition to the well-known symmetric mode of the surface plasmons in thin films (a ω − sp mode), 33 these surface states support new type of low-energy plasmonics excitation named the acoustic surface plasmon. 31 In the present study we concentrate on the low-energy part of the excitation spectra, especially on the two quantummechanically screened two-dimensional-(2D) like plasmons. They are related to the presence of the slab-split surface-state bands and evolve into an acoustic surface plasmon 31 on the metal surfaces. Moreover, some other features in the excitation spectra, which are missing in the jellium model, due to the interband transitions between the bulklike and surfacelike electronic states, are found. We believe the result presented here provides useful knowledge for the future nanophotonic devices when they scale down to the thickness regime where the quantization of the electronic state and the contribution of the surface electronic states become significant.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. A short outline of the models used and the calculation method is given in Sec. II. In Sec. III we present and discuss in detail the calculation results. Finally, the conclusions are drawn in Sec. IV. Atomic units are used (e 2 =h = m e = 1) unless otherwise stated.
II. CALCULATION METHOD
When a perturbing electric charge is located far from one side of the film the differential cross section for its scattering with energy ω and momentum transfer 34 q = |q| is proportional to the imaginary part of a surface response function g(q,ω) defined as
which depends on the film electronic properties only. This quantity is relevant in the description of surface collective excitations measured in electron energy-loss experiments. 12 Here χ (z,z ,q,ω) is the density response function of an interacting electron system that determines, within linear response theory, the electron density n ind (z,q,ω) induced in the system by an external potential V ext (z ,q,ω) according to
The collective electronic excitations in thin films then can be traced to the peaks in surface loss function defined as an imaginary part of g, Im[g(q,ω)].
In the framework of time-dependent density functional theory, χ is the solution of an integral equation
with χ o being the response function of a noninteracting electron system. In Eq. (3) υ c (z,z ,q) = − 2π q e q|z−z | stands for the 2D Fourier transform of the bare Coulomb potential and K xc accounts for the exchange-correlation effects. In the present work, we use a random-phase approximation when K xc is set to zero, i.e., the dynamical exchange-correlation effects are ignored. In the previous work on semiconductor heterostructures 25 it was shown that the inclusion of the exchange-correlation kernel may induce a shift of the intersub-band plasmon energy by around 10% and produce an additional broadening. These are the cases for a larger density parameter (or smaller electron kinetic energy) that are typical for QWS by semiconductor heterostructures. For the case of metallic systems, the density parameters are smaller (larger electron kinetic energy) and should be smaller the exchange correlation effects. The previous studies of collective excitations at the surfaces 9, 20, [36] [37] [38] and in the bulk 39, 40 of many "metallic" systems suggest that the effect should have a smaller impact for the systems studied here.
The evaluation of χ o (z,z ,q,ω) for a slab consisting of n monolayers (MLs) according to
is performed in a reciprocal space using an approach developed by Eguiluz. 41, 42 In Eq. (4) a factor 2 accounts for spin, S is the normalization area, and η is a positive infinitesimal. In the present calculations we take η = 1 meV. At T = 0 the Fermi factor f nl k is the Heaviside step function. The sums over l and l include both occupied and unoccupied electronic states. Every energy band E nl k has a parabolic dispersion
where the one-particle eigenenergies E nl and wave functions φ nl (z) are solutions of the one-dimensional Schrödinger equation
In Eq. (5) the value of an effective mass m * nl in each band can differ from unity in order to reproduce the realistic s-p surface electronic structure of Ag(111). In this case, evaluation of χ o via Eq. (4) is performed as described in Ref. 32 . Present calculations were made for the Ag slabs consisting of 1-10 MLs. For comparison, similar calculations are performed for slabs consisting of 17 and 31 layers. For the description of the Ag electronic structure we employed two models for the effective one-electron V (z) potential in Eq. (6) . The first is a conventional self-consistent jellium model. 27 In a second model the Ag(111) electronic structure at k = 0 is described with the use of a model potential. 43, 44 In the previous works 31, 32, 45, 46 the adequacy of this model potential has been demonstrated for the description of collective electronic excitations at metal surfaces. In the case of the use of the model potential we obtain two sets of data. In the first one, the effective masses of the slab quantum states are set to unity and, in the second one, they differ from unity in order to reproduce the realistic s-p band structure of the Ag(111) surface. In the following, we refer to them as the m = 1 Ag(111) and m = 1 Ag(111) models, respectively. In the m = 1 Ag(111) model for the quantum states, with energies falling in the energy range for the projected Ag bulk states, 44 the effective masses are gradually changed from unity at the bottom of the valence band to 0.25 at its upper border, whereas masses for two states located in the bulk energy gap and evolving into the Ag(111) surface state with the increasing slab thickness are set to 0.44. For example, the electronic structure for the 3-ML slab in these three models is presented in Fig. 1 . The electronic structure for the 31-ML slab that reproduces well the situation for a semi-infinite system is shown in Fig. 2 . Figure 3 presents the one-particle energies at k = 0 calculated with the use of a model potential 44 for slabs of different thickness in comparison with available photoemission data obtained in thin Ag(111) films grown on a silicon substrate. 47 One can note that the agreement with experimental data for the bulklike electronic states is rather good. Some existing differences are explained by the hybridization of the silver QWSs with the Si electronic states. 48 Nevertheless, in the calculated energy spectrum for thicker slabs, the number of states and the energy splitting between states is nearly the same as the experimentally observed ones. Moreover, the energy of the slab SS + and SS − states, analogs of a Ag(111) surface state, is nicely reproduced by the calculation although most probably only a single lower-energy SS state is realized in the existing experiments due the substrate influence.
In Figs. 1 and 2 it is clearly seen that the band structure of the Ag(111) films evaluated in the jellium model and with use of a realistic one-particle model potential differ rather substantially in the vicinity of the Fermi level. The differences are also seen in the charge-density distribution of the corresponding QWSs evaluated in both the models. For example, the calculated results for the 8-ML slab are shown in Fig. 4 . In this figure it is seen that in the jellium calculation the peaks in the charge density of all the QWSs have almost the same amplitude in the entire thickness of the film. However, in the Ag(111) case, the presence of the modulation in the potential 44 inside the slab produces notable modifications in the charge-density distribution of all the QWSs. Even in the lowest-energy QWS some extra modulation can be seen in Fig. 4(a) . This effect is getting stronger with increasing number of the QWS. Thus, the charge density of the QWS labeled by 7 is mainly localized in the center of the slab with a strong reduction of its weight in the subsurface regions. In contrast, the two highest QWSs, labeled as SS − and SS + , have strong localization at the surfaces and (111) on thickness increase they evolve into the conventional surface state of the Ag(111) surface.
III. CALCULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We start by showing the calculated results for the surface loss function Im[g(q,ω)], a quantity directly related to the (111) and m = 1 Ag(111) models demonstrates that they are qualitatively similar. The main differences among them are observed in energetic positions of essentially the same features. These differences are explained by the different energy dispersions of the partly occupied energy bands employed in these two sets of the calculations. Due to the qualitative similarity of these two figures, in the following we shall mainly refer to the m = 1 Ag(111) case, although some differences among them will be addressed as well.
The most prominent feature in the surface loss function of Fig. 5 is a strongly dispersing peak corresponding to the conventional ω − sp mode presented in all the spectra for the thin films. The same mode is also observed in the surface excitation spectra obtained in the jellium model shown in Fig. 6 for the slabs of the same thicknesses. Dispersion of this mode in all the models is very similar and can be described reasonably by expression for the lower-energy ω − sp plasmon mode in a thin film. 33 One can note in Figs. 5 and 6 that this mode is the only visible feature in the case of the 1-ML slab. A similar mode was observed in a metallic ML adsorbed on silicon.
20,49-54 The properties of this mode as well as its transformation to the conventional surface plasmon on increasing the film thickness and to localized plasmon in confined structures were investigated in preceding experimental 20, 49, [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] and theoretical studies. [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] [64] [65] [66] [67] One can see in Fig. 6 that surface excitation spectra evaluated in the jellium model are rather featureless in this low-energy domain compared to Fig. 5 . This is in agreement with other jellium-like calculations. 59 Nevertheless, in thin films, in addition to a dominant strongly dispersing peak ω − sp , in the "small q-small ω" phase-space region one can detect weak features having their origin in intraband transitions in the QWSs (which have a 2D-like character in these relatively thin slabs). Also, some faint signals due to interband transitions can be noted. However, the effect of these transitions on surface excitation spectrum is very small in comparison with the strength of the features observed in Fig. 5 for the Ag(111) films with the realistic band structure.
In the excitation spectra presented in Fig. 5 , in addition to the ω − sp peak, many other features related to the intraand interband transitions can be seen. The most prominent ones among them are discussed below. In the lower-energy region one can detect a rather sharp peak corresponding to the acoustic surface plasmon (ASP) with a soundlike dispersion for all films with number of MLs greater than one, i.e., starting at the (q = 0,ω = 0) point and proceeding almost linearly with momentum at small q. In order to elucidate the origin of this mode, one should refer to the band structure of the films. As follows from Fig. 3 , starting from n = 2, in all the films more than one energy band is partly occupied. Hence, at the Fermi level, the carriers in several energy bands can be excited. For the partly occupied energy bands with the parabolic dispersion of Eq. (5), the Fermi velocities defined as
where n is the number of MLs in a film and l is the number of the quantum state) differ markedly because of very different binding energies, E nl F . Consequently, there are conditions for the existence of a so-called acoustic plasmon [68] [69] [70] or its modification in the case of metal surfaces: an acoustic surface plasmon. 31 The dispersion of this mode follows closely the upper border of the intraband electron-hole continuum corresponding to the energy band with the slowest carriers at the Fermi surface. 31, 71 Very recently, this kind of plasmon has been observed experimentally on a variety of metal surfaces. 45, 72, 73 One can image the ASP as a result of the screening of carriers in the energy band with slowest Fermi velocity by the carriers in the other bands with larger Fermi velocities. This can be observed in Fig. 7 where we present the induced charge density n ind (z,q,ω) produced by the external potential
for the 8-ML m = 1 Ag(111) film calculated at q = 0.02 a.u.. One can see how, at ω = 0.1 eV, along the z direction, the regions of positive charge in Im[n ind (z,q,ω)] correspond closely to the peaks of the charge density of the SS − quantum state (presented in Fig. 4 the picture is obscured by a strong positive peak due to a quasistatic extra screening charge. In Fig. 8 we compare the induced charge density corresponding to the ASP calculated at q = 0.02 a.u. for the m = 1 Ag(111) 3-ML and 8-ML films. In the case of the 3-ML film one can see that Im[n ind (z,q,ω)] at ω = 0.25 eV, corresponding to the ASP energy at this q, has nearly the same amplitude in all atomic planes, whereas in the 8-ML film the ASP-induced charge density is mainly confined to the surface and has a significantly smaller amplitude inside the film.
From Figs. 5 and 6 it is clear that the strength of the ASP peak is significantly weaker than the signal from the conventional ω − sp plasmon. However, in the low-energy domain, the ASP mode is the only dominant feature at finite momenta. This is demonstrated in Fig. 9 , where we present, as an example, the surface loss function evaluated for 3-ML and 8-ML films at q = 0.02 a.u., i.e., along the cuts shown by the vertical dashed lines in Figs. 5 and 6.
We now turn our discussion to the evolution of the ASP peak with the film thickness. As pointed out above, the slope of the ASP dispersion in each film is determined by the partly occupied energy band with the lowest Fermi velocity. For example, this band is shown by the lower thick dashed line SS + in Fig. 1 for the 3-ML Ag(111) film. Actually, this band is a symmetrical QWS of a film and, together with an antisymmetrical (SS − ) state, is an analog of the s-p z surface state at the Ag(111) surface. As the number of atomic layers in the Ag(111) films increases, the energy splitting between the SS + and SS − bands decreases as can be observed in Fig. 3 . This is accompanied by the reduction of the binding energy of the lower-energy band in this pair. In turn, it leads to the lowering of the relevant Fermi velocity. As a result, the slope ,ω) ]/qω for the 1-to 10-, 17-, and 31-ML films calculated within the jellium model with the use of charge-density parameter r s = 3 a.u.. Strongly dispersing peak corresponding to a conventional ω − sp mode of a thin film is denoted by the corresponding symbol. Acoustic surface plasmon dispersion produced by a quantum-well state with slowest Fermi velocity (i.e., that with the smallest binding energy at k = 0 point) is highlighted by the symbol "ASP". The dashed vertical lines for the 3-ML and 8-ML slabs correspond to cuts along which the surface loss function is presented in Fig. 9 .
of the ASP dispersion in Fig. 5 is reduced as the slab thickness increases. At the same time, the energy position of the upper energy band is shifted down. As a consequence, for a certain film thickness (around 8 MLs in the present case) the upper surface-state-like band starts to be occupied at k = 0 as well. This can produce additional fine structures in the surface loss function at small energies and small momenta that cannot be resolved on the scale of Fig. 5 .
Note that an acoustic-like ASP mode can be observed in surface excitation spectra for thin films, even in the jellium model calculations in Fig. 6 . In this case, a role of an energy band with the slowest Fermi velocity is played by a partly occupied QWS with the smallest binding energy at k = 0. The strongest ASP peak is seen for the 2-ML film with only two partly occupied energy bands. For thicker films, one can observe in Fig. 6 that the appearance of an additional state below the Fermi level at k = 0 produces an additional peak in the surface loss function. This was also observed in Ref. 59 . Nevertheless, in each case the strongest ASP-like peak in Im[g(q,ω)] is produced due to the intraband transitions within the energy band with the slowest Fermi velocity, i.e., that with the smallest binding energy at k = 0. However, the strength of the ASP peaks in the jellium calculations is significantly smaller in comparison with the ones obtained for the realistic Ag(111) films. An example of this can be seen in Fig. 9 for 3-ML and 8-ML films. The reduced strength of the ASP peak in the jellium model can be explained by the different nature of a relevant quantum state: in the jellium model it is an original QWS of a film characterized by a wave function that gradually reduces its weight at the slab surfaces on increasing thickness. Therefore, any signature of the ASP in the excitation spectrum of films vanishes very rapidly in the jellium calculations on increasing the number of MLs, as seen in Fig. 6 . On the contrary, in the realistic Ag (111) quantum state is the analog of the Ag(111) surface state with wave function strongly localized at the film surfaces. Starting from a certain minimal film thickness, the localization of the wave function of this surface state is not affected by the film thickness. Consequently, the excitation spectrum of Fig. 5 is stabilized in the low-energy part, at the same time differing from that obtained in the jellium model. We stress the fact that as the dispersion of the ASP is almost entirely determined 71 by the Fermi velocity of the relevant energy band, the presence of the insulating substrate might modify its dispersion mostly via modifications in the film electronic structure. This is in contrast to the situation with conventional ω − sp plasmon whose dispersion is strongly affected by the dielectric function of the substrate.
In Figs. 5 and 9 one can observe other dispersing prominent peak denoted as "ISP" below 2 eV in each film starting from n = 3. In contrast to the ASP mode, its energy has finite value ω n min at q = 0. With increasing n the energy of this peak is lowered and eventually this mode merges with the ASP one at large n. Thus, at n = 17 and n = 31 we obtain only a single ASP peak in the excitation spectrum. The threshold energy ω n min for the ISP peak correlates with the energy splitting between the SS + and SS − quantum states. From this observation and analysis of the corresponding induced charge density we attribute this mode to the interband transitions between energy-split SS + and SS − electronic states. In the induced charge density corresponding to the ISP mode in Fig. 7 for the 8-ML film one can see that this mode has different symmetry respective to the ASP mode. Moreover, in thin films where the ASP and ISP modes have different energies their excitation is produced at both sides of the films. However, in thick films, where both modes are degenerate in energy, they are excited simultaneously. As a result, the corresponding charge can oscillate only at the surface exposed to external perturbation. As the jellium model does not allow the appearance of surface electronic states similar to the SS + and SS − QWS states, in the corresponding surface excitation spectra of Fig. 6 a signature of a similar mode does not appear.
We now focus on two additional dispersing peaks in surface loss function seen in the Ag(111) calculations of Fig. 5 . These peaks appear below 2 eV in the surface excitation spectrum of the 7-ML films and their energy is down-shifted with the increase of a number of MLs in the film. As an example, these peaks, labeled with "I" and "II", are shown for the 8-ML film. Moreover, the energy distance between these two peaks reduces in concert. These peaks can also be seen in Fig. 9 , presenting Im[g(q,ω)] of the 8-ML m = 1 Ag(111) film evaluated at q = 0.02 a.u., where the corresponding peaks are clearly visible at ω = 1.25 eV and ω = 1.45 eV. Inspection of Fig. 5 reveals that the energy gap between these two peaks correlates with the energy splitting between SS + and SS − states. We relate the origin of these two modes in the m = 1 Ag(111) case to the interband transitions between the highest occupied bulklike QWS and the surface-derived SS + and SS − states. Comparing Fig. 3 and Fig. 5 , one observes that the energy difference between the upper bulklike QWS and the SS + and SS − states is close to the energy of the I and II peaks at small q's. Moreover, this assignment is supported by comparing the symmetry properties in the induced density corresponding to these modes in Fig. 7 with the symmetry of the relevant quantum states. In Fig. 7 one can see how the induced density corresponding to these modes in the 8-ML case follows the wave functions of the SS + and SS − QWSs. This kind of feature can be seen as a weak peak in the 17-ML Ag(111) films. In the case of m = 1 Ag(111), these peaks are notably less pronounced, they are broader and slightly shifted to upper energies at finite momenta (see Fig. 9 for the 8-ML film). This can be explained by a very different energy dispersion of the QWS bands in m = 1 Ag(111) slab calculations in comparison with the m = 1 Ag(111) case. Again, no such kind of peak is presented in the excitation spectra of Fig. 6 for the jellium calculations because of the lack of surface-state-like QWSs. In such calculations, some weak features due to interband transitions between QWSs can be detected only like that at ω ≈ 1.2 eV in Fig. 9 for the 8-ML jellium film.
IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Low-energy collective electronic excitations in thin metallic films have been investigated within linear response theory.
The self-consistent calculations were performed, taking as an example the Ag(111) slabs, characterized by the realistic s-p electronic structure, with the thickness ranging from 1 to 10 atomic layers. We have demonstrated how quantization of electronic states in such thin films is reflected in the excitation spectra in a low-energy domain. Thus, the presence of surface-state-like electronic states in Ag(111) films produces a strong acoustic plasmon that converges to an acoustic surface plasmon in thicker films. Moreover, two slab-split surface states generate an interband ISP mode due to interband transitions between these states. The energy of this mode decreases in concert with reduction of the energy splitting between the surfacelike QWSs. It was found also that the interband transitions between the highest partly occupied bulklike QWS and two slab-split surface states produce notable peaks, corresponding to modes denoted as I and II, in the surface excitation spectra of Ag(111) thin films. All these modes can be directly probed in energy-loss experiments. The acoustic plasmons may be relevant in the interpretation of photoemission spectra as was recently demonstrated for the K/Be(0001) system. 74 It also would be interesting to investigate the influence of the ISP and I and II modes on the optical properties of thin films. Additionally, the lateral confinement (for instance, by formation of islands 75, 76 ) of the strongly dispersing acoustic-like modes might have a strong effect on the light absorption in infrared range, as was recently suggested in the case of metallic nanoparticles 77 and demonstrated in the case of Ag bilayer nanodisks 58 and In atomic chains. 75 Varying slab thickness, material, and lateral size would introduce great possibilities in the ability to tune the plasmonic properties of such atomic-scale structures.
